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Structure of Talk

 

  1.  What is the R-matrix method ? 

  2. What is the underlying computational formalism and 
       structure of the code base ? 

  3. Scaling up  from 1000 -> 10000 processors on franklin.

  4. Current bottlenecks/possible future directions  



  



  

Computational Method

1. The formation of many real symmetric matrices (Hamiltonians),
    typically 60-100, requiring anywhere from 10-500 Gb of storage  

2. The diagonalisation of each matrix, from which EVERY eigenvalue
    and EVERY eigenvector is required.

   We achieve this through the  ScaLapack package and in 
   particular routines : pdsyevx and pdsyevd. Preference is given 
   to the latter as it ensures orthogonality between all eigenvectors.

   Matrices vary in size from 2K * 2K  to  100K * 100 K , depending 
   on the complexity of the atomic target  
   



  

FORMATION 

DIAGONALISATION

PHYSICAL RESULT



  

pstgf is well tuned ... DGEMM and loop-unrolling, make future impact 
on code optimisation difficult!

FRANKLIN (2500 procs ) during the dual core period 



  

The formation of the scattering Hamiltonian 

 

The formation of the continuum-continuum part of the N+1 electron 
Hamiltonian is the most time consuming ....

However plenty of progress to be made on the formation and diagonalisation



  

not very subtle, but effective .... parallel concurrent diagonalisation

( with help from NERSC consultants : Woo-Sun Yang ,Katie Antypas )



  

Present situation when 'scaling up' on franklin .....

96 matrices , each 10721*10721 in dimension  



  

sample profiling for the same case ....



  

In a nutshell ,one of the biggest remaining challenges to 
continued scaling of the problem is:

the construction of the Hamiltonian,

then distributing the pertinent information to
 
a particular processor, 
in a particular ScaLapack context, 
before diagonalisation. 
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